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Introduction 
 
The present paper aims to contribute to our knowledge about the possible development of Eastern 
European party systems. My example is Hungary, perhaps not the most irrelevant case in this 
context. On the one hand, sometimes this country is considered as the one with the - relatively 
speaking - most stable or most 'developed' party system of the region. On the other hand, both 
ethnic conflicts and the typical currents of the early phases of the post-communist transition, like 
the tensions within the non-communist camp between 'moderates' advocating cooperation with the 
reform-communists and 'radicals' urging the acceleration of the transition, etc. which tend to 
overshadow the conflicts of the future are already largely or completely missing from the 
Hungarian political scene. Obviously, one can not generalize from one case, not even for the 
countries belonging to Western Christianity. The purpose here can be no more than bringing 
attention to one possibility in the development of Eastern European party-systems. 
 
The point of departure is rather obvious. Up to now, no one of the Eastern European party systems 
in the making showed signs of allowing the traditional left-right division as it is conventionally 
understood to play more than a marginal role. Explanations are numerous: one can refer to the 
specific characteristics of the socio-economic structure, the underdevelopment of the interest 
organizations of both labor and capital, the discrediting of the traditional left, and so on. But then, 
what sort of alternative dimensions of party competition can evolve? Certainly there are some 
socio-economic conflicts which are given voice by the parties. Just as in Poland, Rumania, 
Bulgaria, there are agrarian parties in Hungary too, and the standing of the parties on a number of 
socio-economic issues (like compensation of the farmers deprived of their lands in the fifties, how 
much consideration should be given to social safety during the economic transition, etc.) were 
shown to have influenced the party-preferences of Hungarian voters in the 1990 parliamentary 
elections. But both the agrarian-urban cleavage and the priorities concerning the main socio-
economic problems seem to have only secondary importance in the formation of the Hungarian 
party-system. The probably most frequently heard observation sees a certain 
'traditionalist/collectivist' vs. 'modernist/individualist' conflict to dominate the political scene.1 The 
usual labels of the two opposite camps are 'national and Christian' and 'liberal'. The first is more 
associated with appeals to affection (national and religious identity allegedly unifying the vast 
majority of all classes) and the 'ordinary Hungarian', therefore its radical protagonists are called 

                                                 
1 See the essays of Attila Ágh, Mihály Bihari and especially András Körösényi in a rather representative 

volume: Kurtán, S.- Sándor, P. - Vass, L. (eds.), 1991. Political Yearbook of Hungary, 1990. Budapest: Ökonomia 
Alapítvány - Economix Rt. 



'populista'.2 'Liberális' is contrasted to 'konzervatív', but in a different way than in the United States: 
in Central Europe 'liberal' means a rather 'conservative' (free-marketer) view on economics and is 
less associated with 'left-wing' moral values as in the States (nonetheless, in an extent it is).  
 
Much of the emotional strength of this 'national-Christian' vs. 'liberal' opposition may be traced 
back to the fact, that activists on both sides feel that their ideological trajectory represents the only 
really thoroughgoing rejection of the past Communist regime, since the transition meant a fight 
against the official ideology (which happened to be atheist and apparently anti-traditional), and for 
civil rights, national independence, market economy, etc. in the same time. Militant liberals argue 
that instead of repainting the formerly omnipotent red state with another color, they want to smash 
its institutional requisites; the other side says that after the economic and moral disaster of the past 
decades, public institutes should help to revitalize national identity and Christian moral, and the 
state should also play an active role in economy to turn economic reconstruction to the benefit of 
the whole nation (instead of a few multinational company), to help the development of a large local 
(national) propertied class in order to avoid the economic domination of the former 'red' managers 
and not to let the regained national sovereignty to turn into a new sort of dependence. Even this 
brief summary of the two interpretations must be sufficient in showing the remarkable ability of 
this ideological division to aggregate in a dichotomous choice the responses to a great many 
divergent issues. This is the second major source of the high saliency this conflict has at least for 
the ideologically sophisticated groups. Thirdly, due to the unfortunate economic situation no group 
in the new political elite has too much to offer to its mass following in material terms. Therefore, 
the parties may be somehow forced to maintain both their internal cohesion and the popular support 
they enjoy by appealing to fears, values and diffuse attitudes much more than to strictly defined 
material interests. 
 
However, it is also frequently heard from Hungarian scholars that the parties are not really 
successful in mobilizing support by their appeal to non-material interests. Indeed, there are some 
evidences of a relatively high dissatisfaction with the working of democratic institutions, and 
distrust of political parties. The very low turnout on by-elections to the Parliament (varying 
between 3 and 26 percent in 1991) also seems to confirm the view that for the vast majority of the 
electors the 'ideological' clashes between the parties are not effective devices of electoral 
mobilization. The 'liberal' vs. 'national Christian' opposition may have some of the properties 
required from such bipolar conceptualizations of the political space which can be the objects of 
ideological self-identification and therefore can provide the voters a useful device by which they 
can sufficiently reduce the complexity of multi-party systems in order to make their choice. But at 
least one condition for successfully performing this function is not met in this case. Relevant survey 
data is not available to answer the question, but everyday experience suggests that outside the 
intellectual circles it is highly unusual to describe one's political views as 'liberal', 'national', etc. 
This may mean that these labels are not (yet) firmly established as objects of ideological self-
identification.  
 

                                                 
2 In fact, populism is also the (not really appropriate) English translation of 'népi gondolat' (volkische Idee), 

which is the official ideology of the most 'emotional' faction of the leading 'national and Christian' party, the Hungarian 
Democratic Forum. While some of them are also often labeled as 'populista', this latter word means the same what 
'populist' does in English. 



I do not want to consider here alternative hypotheses concerning the determinants of turnout and 
dissatisfaction with the working of democracy in Hungary. My aim is much more modest, namely 
to look for positive or negative evidence concerning the role non-material issues related to the 
'national-Christian' vs. 'liberal' division play in influencing party preferences of Hungarians. It is 
the nature of the available survey data which force me to restrict my attention to questions related 
to moral, religion, etc. However, earlier research did not give support to the view, that attitudes 
toward the 'national' problems may have influenced party-preferences before the election_. This 
sounds reasonable, since in the lack of divisive practical issues related to it, much of the talk about 
the dangers of nationalist and cosmopolitan worldviews were doomed to remain rhetoric up to now. 
(The fight for independence - against the existence of the Warsaw Pact, for instance - could not 
divide the non-socialist parties; the liberals interpreted the question of Hungarian minorities living 
in the neighboring countries in terms of human rights and therefore could go as far as the national 
side dared). There is one more point which makes me believe that in the Hungarian case the 
clerical-secular dimension is much more important than the national-cosmopolitan one. This 
indirect evidence is the nature of the main sociological determinants of party-preferences. These 
determinants are age, type of community (urban-rural), and religiosity (as measured by frequency 
of church attendance), such variables which are likely to be strongly associated with at least some 
moral values related to religious traditionalism and secular individualism, but less strongly or not at 
all with nationalist or cosmopolitan outlooks. Before asking why these sociological characteristics 
can play such an important role, let me summarize the relevant events. 
 



The story 
 
On the base of previous research it can be assumed that at the time of the 1990 parliamentary 
elections the parties has not presented very clear profiles to the electors, and even if they did it in 
some respects, their voters were - for understandable reasons - unusually ignorant or indifferent 
about it.3 The main division was still between the then governing reform-socialist Hungarian 
Socialist Party and the non-communist part of their opposition, and apart from this the pattern of 
party competition was mostly a mess. The rivalry between the moderate opposition (Hungarian 
Democratic Forum, Christian Democrats and their smaller allies) and the radicals (Alliance of Free 
Democrats, Alliance of Young Democrats, Independent Small Holders Party) had only secondary 
importance and in the last weeks of the campaign it began to be transformed into a race between the 
two great parties, the increasingly national and Christian HDF and the liberal and secular AFD. The 
Christian Democratic People's Party was still very weak organizationally and almost unknown for 
the public. They appealed only to the religious part of the population and firmly allied with the 
Forum. The ISHP was ideologically much closer to the CDPP and the HDF than to the liberals, but 
it concentrated almost exclusively on the full compensation of the 1947 owners of lands, and this 
program was then equivocally rejected by every other party.4 The AYD was just about relaxing its 
very close alliance with the AFD. The AFD was not very well known by the electorate before the 
Fall of 1989, when they started their great march toward a possible election victory by showing up 
as the most radical opponents of the state-socialist regime. The AYD realized that the sharply 
increasing chances of the AFD (which seemed to be even greater if the turnout was low) threatened 
them with not reaching the 4 percent threshold at the election. Since the AYD's survival was 
believed to be dependent on the turnout of the young, they began to rely on a largely non-
ideological and generational appeal. Thus, the pattern of party-competition within the non-socialist 
block tended to be strongly multidimensional. 
 
Individual party-preferences were still highly unstable. In the last month of the campaign appr. 50 
% of the later voters changed their voting intentions.5 Commentators and pollsters mostly agreed 
that the HDF owed its election victory over the AFD mainly to its more moderate image concerning 
economic and political matters. (Just intuitively, I would add to it the HDF's success in appearing as 
both modern and traditionalist in the same time.) However, the size and characteristics of the 
constituencies of the two great parties differed only very little from each other. 
 
After the election the CDPP and the ISHP joined the Antall-government which was dominated by 
the (Christian democratic wing of the HDF), and above all by the personal entourage of the new 
prime minister. This move and the almost complete disappearance of a great many smaller parties 
(including the Social Democrats) made the liberal-conservative dimension of the party-system 
clearly dominant and much more visible for the public. The parliamentary opposition (AFD, AYD, 
HSP) did not form a united block, but the strong emphasis put by the government on the ideological 
differences between Ins and Outs concerning the role of religion and the interpretation of 
                                                 

3 See Angelusz, Róbert - Tardos, Róbert, 1991. 'The Background of the Parties. Characteristics of the Voters of 
the Parliamentary Parties.' In: Kurtán, S.- Sándor, P. - Vass, L. (eds.), 1991. Political Yearbook of Hungary, 1990. 
Budapest: Ökonomia Alapítvány - Economix Rt. pp. 647-671. 

4 The great land-reform of 1945, which gave the lands of the big estates and even some of the larger farms to 
peasants and agricultural workers was completed in 1946. 

5 See: Bruszt, L. - Simon, J.: 'The 'Year of Elections' Reflected by the Polls.' In: Kurtán, S.- Sándor, P. - Vass, L. 
(eds.), 1991. Political Yearbook of Hungary, 1990. Budapest: Ökonomia Alapítvány - Economix Rt. pp. 607-646. 



nationhood, coupled with a definite shift to a more anti-communist rhetoric in the HDF created a 
two block competition, in which even the marginalized HSP had a clear location (as an extreme 
secular party). In the same time, a widespread consensus concerning economic strategy began to 
emerge. On the one hand, the liberal parties started to pay more attention to social safety, and the 
HDF's stronger commitment to welfare came into doubt; on the other, the government accepted 
some monetarist principles and also some elements of the privatization strategy advocated by the 
AFD and the AYD. If the 'ideological' conflict became more visible, it also got closer to be the only 
visible one. 
 
Especially relevant in this context were two issues. One of them was the new regulation of religious 
education announced by the Minister of Education and Religion in June 1990 following an 
agreement with the leaders of the six greatest churches. The AFD and the liberal press strongly 
criticized the agreement since in their view it laid down the bases for potential discrimination 
against the non-religious (the attendance of the optional religious education was to be indicated in 
the elementary and secondary school certificates), gave privileges to the great churches against the 
small ones, etc. The public debate became rather hot, and even the archbishop of Esztergom (the 
head of the Hungarian Catholic Church) issued a public statement explicitly naming and 
condemning the AFD. Finally, a compromise was reached based on multilateral talks between the 
Ministry of Education and all the smaller and greater churches. 
 
In the Spring of 1991 the government proposed a bill about the compensation of the churches for 
their former properties which they were deprived of in 1948 (when practically all schools were 
nationalized) and later. This was seen as a part of the policy (agreed by all major parties) that the 
churches should become mostly self-sustaining, i.e. their dependence on government subsidies 
should cease to exist. The governing coalition favored the principle of full compensation and giving 
back the same buildings, institutions, etc. to the churches what they possessed before. The liberal 
parties, especially the AYD followed a different argument. According to them the church should be 
provided the means to be able to perform its charitable and spiritual services, but not more than the 
church is actually able to use for these purposes. A lot of practical questions were involved again, 
for example most of the small churches (voices of whom is heard partly through the AFD) did not 
have any property to lose in 1948, therefore these steps would not improve their situation in the 
proportion of the number of their current followers; the Young Democrats wanted to see guarantees 
that if there was just one (elementary) school in a village, then it would remain a secular public 
school, etc.. 
 
It should be clear that the polar views can not be described as 'clerical' and 'anti-clerical'. Nobody 
wanted to make religious education or praying to be obligatory in the public schools, and nobody 
opposed either optional religious education or the reopening of a great many Catholic, Calvinist 
and Protestant (Lutheran) schools. The polarization of views on the compensation issue was 
perhaps greater, but in this case the main opposition party, the AFD (just as in the question of the 
compensation of the former farmers) took a rather conciliatory position apparently leaving the more 
uncompromising tone on the AYD.  
 
While the polarization in practical matters remained limited, there was one, sometimes covert, but 
apparently central element in the debates: the presentation of different views about the role the 
churches were to play in social and political life. The liberal side did not praise the secularization 



process which took place with the active support of the communist regime and certainly rejected 
the latter's policies toward the churches. However, they considered secularization as such (and a 
great many things which took place in the last forty years) a normal consequence, or even a part of 
modernization. The conservative side expressed more ambiguous feelings about this conspicuous 
modernization. Since every step of these processes (including the one-sided separation of the state 
and the church) were shaped by communist policies in some way or another, the break with state-
socialism meant for them a partial return to the (perhaps several times) disrupted organic 
development of the nation, be it the role of the church or anything else in question. To be sure, both 
sides agreed that history was irreversible; but the liberals were sometimes happy about it. For the 
latter, the humiliations which the churches, the occasional discrimination which religious people in 
some occupations and at university admissions suffered were caused by just one series on the long 
list of the violation of basic civic rights. For the conservatives, these meant much more,6 and just as 
the violations of property rights, needed to be compensated as much as possible. The covert issue in 
all these debates was if the state should support a certain reversal of secularization. This question 
had a close parallel in the AFD's basic charge against the government, namely that the HDF was 
preparing a return to the pre-war 'Christian-national' authoritarian regime, and the HDF's usual 
response to it, according to which the liberals considered every expression of national feelings or 
religious commitment, and every step toward increasing the government's sphere of influence 
reactionary. The new element here was that the two parties began to express different views about 
the norms concerning what a democratic government can do (in foreign policy, in redefining 
property rights, with national media, etc.) without violating the rules of the game, and that these 
different interpretations also became incorporated into the 'liberal' vs. 'national and Christian' 
polarity.  
 
Main hypotheses 
 
Depending on the classification of the smaller parties, one can say that about 78-85 percent of the 
voters, that is one half or slightly more than fifty percent of the eligible voters cast such vote in the 
parliamentary election that meant a definite rejection of the past regime. As it was mentioned 
earlier, the available survey evidence did not indicate a high degree of issue voting concerning the 
choice between the non-socialist parties.7 (Just one evidence of the widespread view about how 
ignorant the electors were: in a poll of the Hungarian Public Opinion Research Institute conducted 
two months before the election 84 percent of a national random sample agreed that 'most people 
will vote randomly because they do not know the parties'.) Party identification (mediated by family 
traditions dating back to the forties) could play just a very limited role. If we add to this the 
relatively great socio-demographic influences (including that of church attendance) on vote, the 
most plausible conclusion is that a Lazarsfeld-Berelson-type sociological model of voting fits best 
the Hungarian case in early 1990. Religious education, compensation of the churches for their lost 
properties, etc. simply did not exist as issues dividing the 'liberal' and 'national and Christian' 
parties at that time. With the exception of the ISHP, the opposition parties were perceived to differ 

                                                 
6 Not the least importantly, the proof that real opposition of the regime existed throughout the Communist 

period, and this Christian opposition was much more constant and widespread than the activity of the mostly secular 
dissenters who became the main source of later liberal leaders. 

7 See Angelusz, Róbert - Tardos, Róbert, 1991. 'The Background of the Parties. Characteristics of Voters Voted 
on the Parliamentary Parties.' In: Kurtán, S.- Sándor, P. - Vass, L. (eds.), 1991. Political Yearbook of Hungary, 1990. 
Budapest: Ökonomia Alapítvány - Economix Rt. pp. 647-671. 



very little from each other, therefore non-socialist voters might have been heavily influenced in 
their choice by prior group identifications. If church attendance was strongly related to vote, in 
most cases it might mean nothing else than that religious people voted for the 'Christian' parties as 
an expression of their loyalty toward the religious community and traditions, or, alternatively, 
because this was what they found the most straightforward way to reject Communism. 
 
The positive effect of age and rural residence on vote for the moderate opposition (HDF, CDPP) 
against the liberal radicals may have had something to do with the higher support for radical 
economic liberalization among the young and the urban population and - as Angelusz and Tardos 
have shown - with the lesser 'integration' of the young into the previous system.8 Moral 
individualism was also found to be related to liberal vote.9 However, all this can explain only a 
small part of the association between age and vote. In the lack of better alternatives, a simple 
explanation seems to be the most plausible: the age differences between the constituencies reflected 
(rather exactly) the very great age-differences between the representatives of the parties. 
 
Hypothesis 1.A.: In March 1990 vote was an expression of diffuse group loyalties, therefore we 
have to find the influence of age, church attendance, type of community on vote to be direct in a 
statistical sense, i.e. not mediated in any considerable degree by attitudes concerning moral 
questions, role of the church, etc. 
 
There may be a series of alternative hypotheses. The first one is that not only the few well-informed 
observer, but also large segments of the mass electorate 1.B. were aware of the ideological 
differences between the 'national and Christian' and 'liberal' parties; 1.C. found these differences 
relevant, salient; 1.D. voted according to the perceived closeness between the ideological standing 
of the preferred party and themselves. In fact, hypothesis 1.B. is the main topic of this whole paper. 
Unfortunately, none of these alternative hypotheses can be tested directly in the lack of any data 
about the perception of the parties' standing concerning this and that question. (The left-right 
placement of the parties is an exception but I do not consider it relevant in the present context.) 
However, we can argue indirectly: if the attitudes in question had some influence on liberal vs. 
conservative vote net of the effect of age, etc., then it means that the respective issue(s) were so 
relevant (salient) for many voters, that even from a very few indications of the parties' standing 
concerning it they readily realized which party stood closer to them and voted according to this 
knowledge (hypothesis 1.B-D. can not be rejected). 
 
Hypothesis 2.: Since the coalition formula of the government and the developments described 
earlier drew a strict boundary between the 'Christian' and 'liberal' parties, we can find an increasing 
degree of consistency between the attitudes of the individual and her/his preferred party. It means 
that party switches between the election and May 1991 were influenced (also) by the non-material 
interests of the individuals, net of the effect of church attendance, age, etc. As table 1. shows, we 
need not be afraid of having too few respondents who explicitly admitted in May 1991 that she/he 

                                                 
8 The ISHP (a 'radical' and in economic matters relatively liberal party with a constituency composed mainly by 

old people) is a partly special case from the above perspective. This deviance was due partly to the relatively great 
importance of family traditions, to the well-known agrarian character of the party and to the sizeable degree of issue 
voting in this special case (land-restitution). 

9 See Tóka, G., 1990. Theories about Hungarian Electoral Behaviour. 1990. Manuscript. Budapest: Sociological 
Institute, Eötvös University. 



changed her/his mind since the elections. (Respondents were asked about their current voting 
intention only if at the previous question: 'Would you vote if their is a general election next Sunday 
?' they answered affirmatively. Vote at the 1990 election was asked just before these questions and 
in such a way, which implicitly allowed voters who cast a split ticket vote in the first round or 
voted differently in the two rounds to decide freely which party they reported.) However, most of 
the 'changes' are not more than the proxy-decision of some former voters not to participate in 1991. 
In fact, we have some reasons to believe that the turnout would be lower 'if there is a general 
election on next Sunday', than it was in March 1990 (65 percent), moreover, less than our result (59 
percent of the sample reporting a willingness to participate) suggests. 
 
If the attitudes in question have an effect on current voting intention net of church attendance, etc., 
while they had not on 1990 vote, it may mean nothing more than that the hard-cores of the different 
constituencies already differed in terms of attitudes in 1990 and continued to support the same 
party in 1991, but the less committed voters of the same parties did not substantially differed 
concerning their attitudes in 1990 (after controlling for what should be) and did not want to 
participate in 1991. This would not be an irrelevant finding, but the second hypothesis says 
something different. Therefore in testing the second hypothesis we have to restrict the analysis for 
those respondents, who expressed a willingness to vote 'if there is a general election on Sunday'. 
 
The second hypothesis does not necessarily anticipate a growing polarization in terms of the age 
composition, etc. of the supporters of the two camps, because it may be argued that simultaneously 
with the increasing attitude consistency, party-preference becomes less affected by sociological 
factors. However, the rejection of hypothesis 1.A. would mean that the attitudes in question are 
related both to the apparently 'sociological' determinants of vote and to vote itself. If the first 
hypothesis is to be rejected, a growing polarization in terms of the socio-demographic 
characteristics of the constituencies is also very likely. If the 'sociological model' of voting was and 
continues to be valid, then in the light of the apparently decreasing proportion of the likely voters, 
we definitely expect that those will defer (instead of switching party), who have a somehow 
different socio-demographic background from the typical voter of their party in 1990. Therefore 
our hypothesis 3. says that religiosity, type of community and age are better predictors of current 
voting intentions than of 1990 vote. 
 
Data 
 
The source of data used in the present secondary analysis is the TÁRKI's May 1991 survey, which 
included the ISSP 1991 (Religion) module and also blocks designed to tap attitudes toward 
cohabitation and preferred principles of social justice. The two-stage sample selection procedure 
resulted in random samples of the population of more than a hundred selected communities. 1000 
respondents were personally interviewed. The composition of the total sample concerning age, type 
of community, sex and education is sufficiently representative for the adult population of Hungary 
born before 1971. 
 
Recalls about 1990 vote are certainly not highly reliable. Every post-election poll found almost 
fifty percent less Socialist voters among its respondents than expected on the base of actual election 
results. Former supporters of the small parties not gaining seats seem to be even less likely to 
correctly report their 1990 vote. Much less serious, but similar problems arise concerning the 



measurement of non-voting. (The TÁRKI-E survey asked about participation in any of the two 
rounds of the 1990 election, therefore it cannot be properly assessed how reliable the marginal 
distribution of our participation variable is. Normally participation in the first round is asked and 
instead of the expected appr. 65, surveys find about 75 percent of the samples to be former 'voters'.) 
Former voters of the HDF, and in a lesser degree the currently most popular party (AYD) seem to 
be systematically 'overrepresented' in the samples.  
 
What we can do to assess the reliability of results reported in this paper is to compare some 
characteristics of the 1990 constituencies as shown by this survey with results from another survey 
from May 1990. (The assumption is that if recalls about votes are systematically biased, then the 
degree of this bias may be a function of time.) The sample is basically similar, except that it was 
not new: the TÁRKI-C survey which I will use here was already the second occasion when that 
sample was interviewed. That is why this sample is slightly less representative for the population 
than the TÁRKI-E (a little bit more woman, higher average educational attainment, less young 
male, etc.). These problems are partly corrected by a weighting procedure (based on census data 
about the number of males and females in different age groups). 
 
Table 2.A-D. and 4.A. show the results of the same multiple classification analyses using the two 
sources. The purpose here is to examine the correlation between selected sociological determinants 
and vote. The first variable (PERCSEDU : percentage of people with completed secondary 
education in the 7+ years population of the community where the respondent lived at the time of 
the survey) was shown to be the best single indicator of the community's location in the system of 
regional inequalities by the ecological analysis of Pál Vécsey based on 1980 census data. It is also a 
much better predictor of vote than simple urban-rural classifications. The other variables are rather 
conventional, and the reader can find their brief explanations in table 11. Church attendance is 
recoded into proportional ranks, so its mean is 50 and it may have had values from 1 to 100 (the 
actual range is smaller), the former meaning the percentile of the least, and the latter that of the 
most frequent church-goers. Educational attainment is recoded into the minimal years of schooling 
necessary to obtain the highest credential the respondent had. Occupational status is measured by 
Treiman's Standard International Prestige Score. 
 
In the first step, the mean of the voters of party A on variable X is compared to the mean of the 
voters of all the six parliamentary parties (including A). The deviance of the two means is shown in 
the first column (see unadjusted deviance). For example, table 2.A. tells us that the community 
where the average ISHP-voter lived had 6-11 percent less inhabitant with completed secondary 
education in 1980, than the living place of the average AFD-supporter. The gross strength of 
association between vote and the continuous variable is expressed here with eta, the measure of the 
maximal possible Pearson correlation between a continuous and a categorical variable. (Eta is 
always positive.) In 1990, we found that this correlation between vote on the one hand and 
PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT, CHURCATT and occupational prestige on the other were 
.26, .31, .21, .38 and .20 respectively, all significant on the .05 level. On the base of experience 
with other surveys conducted in that Spring I guess that at least the age-vote correlation was 
somehow underestimated by this data. The same correlation-like coefficients in the 1991 data are 
.30, .39, .28, .34, .17, neither systematically higher, nor systematically lower. The two sources 
agree that age and church attendance are the strongest determinants of vote, and characteristics of 
the community follow them. Of course, some of the sociological determinants (like education and 



age, community, occupation) are correlated with each other too: the less educated is more likely to 
live in rural communities and to be older, so we would like to know whether they still tend to vote 
conservative after controlling for age, etc. By the multiple classification analysis we can estimate 
the strength of partial association (beta) between vote and each of these determinants with 
controlling for the intercorrelations with the 'covariate' variables. The MCA can also estimate the 
deviance of the individual parties from the grand mean of the variable in question after adjustment 
for the effects of the covariates. The adjusted deviances and betas can be seen under the headings 
'adjusted for covariates'. 
 
Our two sources again agree that vote-education correlations turns out to be spurious after 
controlling for age, urban-rural differences and religiosity. However, they slightly disagree 
concerning occupational prestige. In this case all the other four sociological determinants 
(including education) were controlled, but still, the beta on vote was marginally significant in the 
1990 survey, while clearly insignificant in the 1991 data. However, this remains the only 
noteworthy difference which can be detected between the two sources. While this is not a 
satisfactory evidence for the sufficient reliability of the data, it is still more than nothing. Now let 
me turn to the third hypothesis for a moment. 
 
The increasing social distance between individual parties 
 
Comparing either the 1990 or the 1991 results just discussed with those based on current voting 
intention in May 1991 shown on table 3.A-D. and table 4.B., we can draw the conclusion that in 
every respect except occupational prestige there is a minor change toward greater socio-
demographic differences between the six parties. We shall see later whether there is a statistically 
significant increase in the 'sociological distance' between the liberal and the conservative camp. On 
the level of the individual parties two changes seem to be doubtless: the average supporter of the 
HDF is more likely to be older and more religious in 1991 than a year before. This may be 
important from the point of view of our second hypothesis, since among the parties it is exactly the 
HDF the popular perception of which may have changed most, partly because of its exposure to 
greater attention as the major partner in the ruling coalition, partly because of its shift to the right. 
As far as the other parties are concerned, no general pattern toward greater homogenization seems 
to emerge, even though here we still deal with all 1990 voters irrespectively of their intention to 
participate in 1991. Now I turn to look for a more complex model of changes with the variables 
listed on table 11. Missing values on the original attitude items and on variables about religious 
involvement and occupational prestige were substituted by the mean of the variable in question. To 
leave no doubt that conservative vs. liberal preference has almost nothing to do with social class, a 
large number of dummy variables were created on the base of occupation and two subjective social 
class questions asked from the respondents. The first one offered American type response 
categories like 'lower-middle class', etc. The other used 'Hungarian' labels like 'peasant', 'clerk', 
'bourgoise', 'intellectual' etc. 
 
The construction of indices of religious involvement and some attitudes; additional hypothesis 
related to the indices, Part 1 
 
From the ISSP 1991 module and other blocks in the TÁRKI-E questionnaire a series of attitude 
items were selected which may be related to religiosity and/or vote. Several exploratory factor 



analyses were done to determine the number of dimensions which may be useful for the present 
analysis. It turned out that attitudes toward abortion are hardly related to other items, especially not 
to items explicitly using words like 'religious' or 'religion'. Moreover, the former items showed a 
relatively strong tendency to have more than one common factor, while the latter were separated 
from each other into different dimensions of secular vs. clerical thinking only if a great number of 
factors were extracted and rotated. Therefore the index construction is based on the four factor 
solution, which was already able to differentiate in a certain extent between attitudes toward 
traditional views on family and death penalty from two other dimensions. It must be clear, that this 
decision was based not so much on statistical criteria, but rather on my assumptions about the 
potentially relevant attitude dimensions in the present context. The meanings of the single items 
and the rotated four factors solution are shown on table 5. 
 
The first rotated factor, which shall be called MORAL1 in the followings, is defined by a large 
number (but not all) of questions related to clericalism-anticlericalism. Those respondents are 
assigned positive scores who tend to be rather secular or anticlerical in their views. The second 
rotated factor (MORAL2) taps the moral evaluation of abortion: approval has a positive loading on 
it and items concerning the prohibition of abortion have only moderately high factor loadings. 
MORAL3 is related to attitudes concerning cohabitation without marriage and adultery of married 
persons. People who tend to reject traditionalist views on marriage are assigned positive scores. 
MORAL4 has a less clear-cut meaning. It has a lot to do with attitudes toward more severe 
punishment of criminals, but approval of the availability of abortion and death penalty have the 
highest positive loadings. Also some items related to individualist moral principles have a modest, 
but apparently significant loading on this factor. It can be taken for granted that the sentiments (let 
me call them pro-life) measured by MORAL4 are rather strongly related to social status. Now let 
me put these indices in the political context. 
 
Not too much speculation is needed about MORAL1; obviously this can be our main candidate to 
mediate between church attendance and vote if hypothesis 1. is to be rejected. The three 
conservative parties sometimes praised the merits of traditional family, even during the televised 
election campaign. However, no political issue emerged which had anything to do with this attitude 
dimension, neither the private life of politicians is a topic in the media. Therefore MORAL3 is not 
expected to have any considerable impact on party preferences. Something similar applies for the 
abortion question. There can be little doubt, what is the majority view about abortion in the CDPP 
and - on the opposite side - in the AYD (and among Socialists). But the most militant pro-abortion 
view ever heard from a Hungarian politician actually came from a leading Christian Democrat and 
not even the best informed observers may know too much about the standing of the AFD, and 
especially that of the HDF and the ISHP on abortion. In Summer 1990, a CDPP-MP tried to 
propose an amendment about the human rights of the embryo, but his party forced him to withdraw 
it. There are some 'pro-life' groups affiliated with the CDPP, which started a campaign for the 
modification of the very liberal Hungarian abortion law, but the question did not become a political 
issue yet. Therefore we have to doubt, whether the view of liberal and conservative supporters 
differ from each other after the necessary controls for age and religious involvement. 
 
MORAL4 is a factor with an even more dubious effect on vote. Örkény and Csepeli have shown 
that in 1988 (in the year when the already reformist HSWP-government decided to dismiss capital 
punishment) disapproval of death penalty was a major characteristic of liberal ideology in a ‘quasi-



experimental’ sample of Hungarian intellectuals.10 On the other hand, the cry for more severe 
punishments is certainly not a Christian virtue. Furthermore, the Criminal Law was modified with 
widespread political consensus between the HSWP-government and its opposition in 1989. Since 
then, the related issues entered the political agenda only in the AFD's occasional criticism of 
allegedly unlawful actions of policemen (particularly in dealing with Gypsies) and in the heavy 
rejection of these charges by the conservative government and the HDF. Especially before the local 
election in September 1990, the HDF tried to appeal to the widespread fears caused by the growing 
crime rate by advocating its commitment to give the police back its self-confidence (which - 
according to the frequent complain of the police itself - was lost during the political transition). 
After all, we may expect HDF- and AFD-supporters to differ in their scores on MORAL4 in 1991, 
because of some attitude differences concerning 'more severe punishments', which are not 
counterbalanced by differences in their views on abortion. However, it is still unlikely, that on the 
level of the two blocks of parties we can also register such differences, especially not in 1990. 
 
The Religion module contained numerous questions about past and present religious activities of 
the respondents and their parents, and I did not want to miss the opportunity to have a more 
sophisticated measure of religious involvement than usual. Here we deal with behavioral 
characteristics, and I assume that it is not so much their common variance, but rather their weighted 
'sum' which may measure 'religiosity'. Therefore principal component analysis was preferred. The 
exploratory analyses left no doubt that two dimensions were to emerge. The two rotated principal 
components (PRACTPC1 and PRACTPC2) are shown on table 6. Obviously, PRACTPC1 is a 
measure of religious involvement developed in the course of family socialization. PRACTPC2 on 
the other hand differentiates between the following two extremes: people who were brought up in a 
religious family, but became indifferent in their adult life (the typical representative of this group 
may be the geographically mobile, working class or cadre offspring of a peasant family), and 
people whose family was not very religious but later they themselves became strongly involved in a 
religious community (typically some of the few young, urban neo-fundamentalists). Noteworthy is 
the relatively high loading of Bible-reading on PRACTPC2: indeed, the slight increase in the 
proportion of religious persons among the younger generations in the 1980s was connected in a 
certain extent with Bible-reading circles, small sects and Catholic 'basis-communities' laying more 
emphasis on meditation than on traditional rituals. 
 
I think that in an extent the two indices can reveal the differences between more traditional and 
more modern religiosity. That is why I expect them to have slightly different ideological correlates: 
traditional values on family and 'clericalism' to be more strongly associated with PRACTPC1, but 
probably not at all with PRACTPC2, which on the other hand may have a strong correlation with 
pro-life sentiments. PRACTPC2 may be also less correlated with liberal vs. conservative vote than 
PRACTPC1 is, not only if the effect of church attendance on vote is actually due to attitude 
differences between traditionally religious and traditionally secular people. As a matter of fact, 
some sects and 'basis-communities' were somehow affiliated with the liberal dissent from the early 
eighties, and there are anecdotal evidences that some of the neo-fundamentalist and 'charismatic' 
groups in Budapest (particularly those with younger followers and with strained relations with the 
Catholic high clergy) have been heavily supporting the AFD. This assumption is related to our 
central topic, namely that the religious vote for the conservatives is the expression of ideological 
preferences, and not simply group loyalty or organizational involvement. Now we can further 
                                                 

10 See Csepeli, György - Örkény, Antal, 1991. The Twilight. London: Frances Pinter. 



substantiate this point: since the CDPP is a per definitionem religious party, and the HSP is 
certainly perceived as the successor of an atheist regime, their supporters may have as different 
scores on PRACTPC2 as on PRACTPC1. But the liberal parties are 'secular' in the sense that they 
advocate a strict separation of religion (privacy) from politics and are conspicuous of the Catholic 
and Calvinist high clergy. The HDF and the ISHP are 'Christian' parties, but for slightly different 
reasons as the CDPP. They are 'national' above all (while the CDPP is not 'national' in this sense), 
and religion seem to be important for them as a traditional source of morality and ideology opposed 
to Communism. Therefore the fourth main hypothesis says that we shall find the same distance 
between CDPP- and HSP-supporters on PRACTPC1 and PRACTPC2, but no difference 
concerning their mean score on PRACTPC2 between the HDF- and ISHP-supporters on the one 
hand, and liberal supporters on the other.  
 



Results concerning hypothesis 4 
 
Table 7. shows MCA-tables again, now about the relation between current voting intention and 
PRACTPC1 and PRACTPC2, before and after controlling for PERCSEDU, YEARBORN and 
EDUCATT. The results are obvious. There is as much difference (both gross and net) between 
CDPP- and HSP-supporters on the second, as on the first dimension of religious involvement, 
There is a pretty large difference in terms of 'traditional' religiosity between the two other 
conservative parties and the liberals, but only a moderate net difference in terms of 'modern' 
religiosity, and practically no gross difference concerning this latter dimension. It means that 
hypothesis four can not be rejected. However, there is something unexpected in the results, which is 
against the hypothesis. The differences between the adjusted group means of ISHP- and AYD-
supporters are practically the same on the two dimensions, and the partial associations (beta) 
between vote and the two involvement variables are not substantially different from each other (.30 
and .25). So the hypothesis is supported only partially, firstly by the apparently insignificant gross 
distance between liberals and ISHP + HDF supporters on the second dimensions, secondly by the 
small adjusted deviance of the average AFD- and HDF- or ISHP-voters on PRACTPC2, and thirdly 
by the fact, that unlike on the first, on this second dimension liberals are definitely different from 
socialists, and are on a lesser distance from Christian Democrats on PRACTPC2 than on 
PRACTPC1. 
 
Table 8 displays the zero-order correlations between PRACTPC1, PRACTPC2 and MORAL1-
MORAL4. On the surface, the hypotheses about the ideological correlates of the two dimensions of 
religious involvement are nicely confirmed, but the regreesion of MORAL1-MORAL4 on the 
potentially relevant background variables (see table 9) reveals that there is still some divergences 
between the observations and our previous expectations. After controlling for age, etc.,  
1. 'modern' religiosity has as much direct effect on MORAL3 (traditionalist views on marriage) as 
'traditional' religiosity does (see the unstandardized parameters and their standard errors);  
2. while the former has a significantly smaller direct effect on 'clerical' attitudes than the latter, this 
gap is not as great as one might guess from the zero-order correlations shown on table 8;  
3. MORAL4 ('pro-life sentiments') is indeed strongly effected by PRACTPC2, but not by 
PRACTPC1, and it is only the former which has a significant direct effect on MORAL2 (moral 
evaluation of abortion) net of the effects of gender and age too. 
 
In short, the results support the hypotheses concerning the determinants of MORAL1, MORAL2 
and MORAL4, but this is not the case with the determinants of MORAL3. 
 



The construction of indices of some attitudes; additional hypothesis related to the indices, 
Part 2 
 
The reader may have already realized that I prefer 'the more variables the better' philosophy. Still, 
this is not the only reason why I constructed some indices of social welfare attitudes. One the one 
hand, one would prefer to control for all the variables which are known to have some (even if only 
marginally significant) effects on vote. Unfortunately, we lack many of them, for example the 
evaluation of government's performance, attitudes toward the compensation of the former peasant 
families, privatization and economic liberalization in general, etc. During the 1990 election 
campaign the HDF and the AFD advocated slightly different economic strategies. As it was 
mentioned earlier, the HDF promised to create by the help of the state a large propertied class. In 
particular, they promised cheap loans for those who wanted to start their own business. The 
TÁRKI-E questionnaire asked a long series of questions if the respondent has been involved in this 
or that kind of private enterprises. Everybody, who reported to try at least one of them was assigned 
1 on our dummy variable called TRIEDBUS. The HDF also claimed that a conservative 
government would mean less unemployment than a liberal (e.g. AFD led) coalition in power. Our 
respondents were asked if they were unemployed (and how long) in the last two years, and if they 
were afraid of losing their current job. Two dummy variables (WASUNEM and MAYBEFIR) 
summarize the responses (see table 11 about coding). Finally, even though the parties did not 
articulate easily distinguishable views about welfare policies, at least some questions related to the 
topic were found to have marginally significant effect on conservative vs. liberal party preferences 
in some surveys. Luckily, the probably best of these items were present in ISSP 1991 (see EMUNK 
and EGAZD on the variable list presented on table 10.)  
 
One may also think, that age differences between the constituencies are also related to welfare 
attitudes. The purchasing power of most pensions steadily decreased from the mid-eighties which 
certainly became a major political issue. On the other hand, there were (and continue to be) serious 
cuts in government spending for housing from the early eighties and it was certainly the young who 
suffered most from this. Table 10 shows the variables related to social welfare and their factor 
structure. All items about the government's responsibility for housing have relatively high loadings 
on the first rotated factor (SOCWELF1). SOCWELF2 taps attitudes toward government's 
responsibility concerning free health care and pensions. The third factor is the most important one, 
since it is about the state's role in decreasing income inequalities, providing full employment, and 
about a diffuse egalitarianism; that is, about those socialist values which enjoyed a high degree of 
popular support, but were openly rejected even by most of the conservative HSWP-leaders after the 
beginning of the political changes in 1988. On the base of previous research findings SOCWELF3 
is expected to show a small negative effect on liberal vote in 1990. SOCWELF1 and SOCWELF2 
are expected to have (if any) differently signed effects on liberal vs. conservative vote. More 
important is hypothesis five. According to this, even if in 1990 social welfare attitudes had any 
effect on vote (e. g. the conservative parties won votes from the liberals on their allegedly stronger 
commitment to maintain economic stability and welfare provisions), by 1991, after the first year of 
conservative government this effect on party preferences largely disappeared, partly because of the 
decreasing distance between the perceived position of the parties on these issues, partly because of 
the economic difficulties, rapid growth of unemployment, continuing monetary restriction, etc. The 
same may apply for TRIEDBUS and MAYBEFIR. 
 



Models and discussion 
 
There are several technical problems involved in developing our complex models of party 
preferences. The dependent variables of the model are to be dichotomous ones. There are well 
known reservations about the use of OLS regression in case of such dependent variables. While the 
problems are said to be minimal if the distribution of the dependent variable is not highly skewed11 
(and NOWGOV indeed has a fifty-fifty distribution) and the parameter estimates are still unbiased 
even with binary dependent variables, the sampling variances of estimates can not be correctly 
estimated, therefore no appropriate hypothesis tests can be done.12 Logistic regression can 
overcome this difficulty, but it does not give generally accepted statistic concerning the explanatory 
power of the model and can not be used to develop proper path models. This latter problem is 
particularly serious in the light of the very high (e.g. greater than .5 in absolute value) pairwise 
correlations between our three most important independent variables, YEARBORN, PRACTPC1 
and MORAL1. Taken all this in consideration, a two-step model building procedure will be applied 
here. First, logistic regression is used to determine which variables are likely to have a significant 
direct effect on party preferences, then a path model using these variables is estimated by LISREL 
6.9 (but the three highly intercorrelated variables are included in the path-model anyway). If 
multicollinearity causes a serious problem, the successive LISREL models should reveal this. 
 
To get closer to a proper assessment of hypotheses 1-4, stepwise logistic regression of the variables 
listed on table 11 was run (the preferred model can be seen on table 12.b). The same procedure was 
repeated restricting the analysis for only those who said that they would have participated if there 
was an election 'next Sunday' (see the preferred model on table 13.b). Then the same procedure was 
applied to determine the likely determinants of voting intention in 1991, first without, then with 
control for 1990 vote13 (see the preferred models on table 14.b and 15.b). To obtain fully 
comparable results, four additional models were estimated by direct entry of all the independent 
variables which had a significant effect in any one of the above cases. The results are reported on 
table 12.a, 13.a, 14.a, and 15.a (model A and A1). 
 
Hypothesis five. The results say that this hypothesis is mostly irrelevant: social welfare attitudes 
measured here have simply nothing to do with conservative vs. liberal preferences. It became 
particularly clear in the case of SOCWELF1 and SOCWELF2, the effects of which were just as 
obviously insignificant as that of social class variables. SOCWELF3 is a somehow more dubious 
case, so to let the reader assess how far it is from having a significant effect in each of the four 
cases, it was included in model A and A1. Since MAYBEFIR indicates current (1991) fears about 
losing job, it is not very surprising that it does not have a direct effect on vote in 1990. More 
interesting is that this variable (which was found to be rather consistently related to a great many 
economic policy attitudes by earlier research) neither has an effect on voting intention in 1991. 
Those who actually experienced unemployment in the last two years tend to prefer the liberals in 
1991. But the performance of TRIEDBUS is indeed impressive and is in line with the related part 
                                                 

11 See Gillespie, Michel W., 1977. 'Log-linear Techniques and the Regression Analysis of Dummy Variables.' 
Sociological Methods and Research 6: 103-122; and Kmenta, Jan, 1971. Elements of Econometrics. New York: 
Macmillan. 

12 See Aldrich, John J.- Nelson, Forrest D., 1984. Linear Probability, Logit, and Probit Models. Beverly Hills: 
Sage. 

13 When 1990 vote (VOTGOV) entered into model as an independent variable, respondents who voted neither 
for the liberals, nor for the conservatives in 1990 were coded as zero. See also table 11. 



of hypothesis five. Those who tried to start a private enterprise seem to have tended to vote for the 
conservatives in 1990, but this effect on party-preferences disappeared by 1991.  
 
Our previous assumption that those former voters, who defected from their party inasmuch as in 
May 1991 they did not want to participate 'if there was a general election next Sunday', were less 
likely to be influenced by issues than the rest, does not seem to hold. If these voters are included in 
the model (see  Table 12.a-b.), then it is MORAL1 which has a direct effect on vote, but none of 
the religious involvement variables. When they are excluded from the analysis, both MORAL1 and 
religious involvement seem to have a direct effect on party preferences. If these observations are 
correct, then the frequently heard claim, that the dominance of ideological conflicts in the party 
competition is one cause of the low turnout, comes into doubt.  
 
Hypothesis 1A is rejected by the preferred models: at least the 'clerical vs. secular' attitudes seem to 
have had a direct effect on party preferences both in 1990 and in 1991. However, hypothesis 2 does 
not seem to hold. According to table 15.a-b., it is religious involvement, and not MORAL1 which 
had a direct effect on party-switches. We also have a very strange finding, namely that due to the 
mobility between parties since the elections, the 1991 liberal supporters are less in favor of abortion 
than conservatives, at least after controlling for other variables. MORAL4 is not related to vote. 
 
Now let me turn to the path-analysis. All variables in model A and A1 except SOCWELF3 were 
included in the LISREL-models. The measurement model was as simple as possible: the LY matrix 
(if I may follow the abbreviated LISREL notation) was an identity matrix. PERCSEDU and 
EDUCATT were allowed to be freely correlated and all other elements of the PS matrix except 
those on the diagonal were fixed to be zero. First a baseline model was estimated, which fitted the 
data rather poorly considering the number of cases (451) and the simplicity of the measurement 
model (the chi-square statistic was 26.69 with 16 degrees of freedom), and then the fit was 
improved by subsequent modifications of the BE matrix. In the baseline model YEARBORN was 
expected to effect EDUCATT, and PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT was assumed to have a 
direct effect on all other variables in the model (WASUNEM, TRIEDBUS, PRACTPC1, 
PRACTPC2, MORAL1, MORAL2, VOTGOV, NOWGOV). PRACTPC1 was expected to effect 
MORAL1, and PRACTPC2 to effect MORAL2. WASUNEM, TRIEDBUS, PRACTPC1, 
PRACTPC2, MORAL1 and MORAL2 were allowed to have a direct effect on both VOTGOV 
(1990 vote) and NOWGOV (1991 preference. VOTGOV was allowed to effect NOWGOV 
directly, i.e. I followed the logic of the above discussed Model A1 and B1, where I posed the 
question which independent variables had a direct effect on party-switches. 
 
The results of the model selection procedure are not presented here, save a brief discussion of the 
final steps. (Details are available upon request). First apparently insignificant effects of one 
independent variable on another possible determinant of party-preferences were fixed to be zero 
one by one, starting with the effects of the three socio-demographic background variables. Then, 
significance of the effects on 1990 vote was tested and model K5 was preferred. No individual step 
up to this point caused any such loss in the fit of the model, which would have been close to 
borderline significance. Model K5 (shown on table 16) nicely fitted the data (34.27 chi-squares 
with 26 DF, AGFI=.964). K5 also confirmed the results of previous OLS-regressions about the 
determinants of MORAL1 and MORAL2, and also the logistic regression model about the 
determinants of VOTGOV in the restricted sample shown in table 13.a-b.  



 
But after this two alternatives emerged. If BE 11,8 (that is, the direct effect of MORAL1 on current 
voting intention) was fixed to be zero, then this step caused a conspicuous, but still insignificant 
loss in the fit of the model (3.24 chi-square with 1 DF gained). If I took another way, and first fixed 
the direct effect of EDUCATT and TRIEDBUS (which, similarly to MORAL1, were also strongly 
effected by age) on NOWGOV to be zero, then these steps did not cause any problem, but fixing 
BE 11,8 to be zero after these steps caused an already significant loss in the model's fit (4.32 chi-
square with 1 DF gained). Following the first way (e.g. accepting that BE 11,8 is equal to zero) 
leads to a model similar to the one shown on table 15.b. This model (only YEARBORN, 
PERCSEDU, WASUNEM, PRACTPC1, PRACTPC2, MORAL2 and VOTGOV having a direct 
effect on current voting intention) fits the data with 42.83 chi-square and 29 DF (p=.047, 
AGFI=.963). The other path leads to a completely different final model shown on table 17, with 
only the last step (fixing the effect of WASUNEM on NOWGOV to be zero) involving a 
considerable, but insignificant loss in the fit of the model (3.07 chi-square with 1 DF gained). I do 
not claim that this latter model called K9 (which fits the data with 43.74 chi-squares, 30 DF, p=.050 
and AGFI=.964) is the 'best' of all, but I do claim that it can not be rejected.  
 
Model K9 not only rejects hypothesis 1A., but also supports the increasing attitude consistency 
thesis of hypothesis 2. Moreover, it also supports hypothesis 3, that is, the existence of an 
increasing polarization between liberal and conservative constituencies in terms of the 'sociological' 
predictors of party-preferences. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The results are somehow uncertain in many respects. Firstly, the usual sample size of Hungarian 
surveys (about one thousand) is less than what would be desirable in the in-depth analysis of 
developments in a moderately fragmented party-system. Secondly, I had to restrict myself to 
secondary analysis. While this may be a great advantage, since the Hungarian results will be 
comparable with the ones obtained in other ISSP-participant countries, the attitude items used are 
probably not the most appropriate ones for the Hungarian case (no data about the material 
compensation of churches, which was the topic of parliamentary debate at the time of the survey, 
etc.). Thirdly, even with using rather sophisticated measures of religious involvement and 
characteristics of community, our models could explain only about 20 percent of the variance of 
liberal vs. conservative vote in 1990, and we were apparently not very successful in explaining 
party switches for one of the two blocks which took place till May 1991, since the explained 
variance of NOWGOV is about 56 percent (see table 16). Furthermore, I readily admit that some of 
the results are not very convincing because of the dubious reliability of the recalls about 1990 vote. 
Finally, we faced a probably serious multicollinearity problem.  
 
However, I can not see any reason why the high correlation (-.64) between MORAL1 and 
PRACTPC1 should necessarily be the product of methodological artifacts. Rather, I think that this 
(together with the -.56 correlation between YEARBORN and PRACTPC1) is an important 
substantive finding. Not only, that the best sociological predictors of Hungarian party preferences 
are strongly correlated with each other, they also show an unusually high correlation with an 
attitude dimension. (The zero-order correlation between MORAL1 and YEARBORN is .508. This 
and the above correlations were observed in our restricted sample used in model-building, see table 



18 for correlation and covariance matrices) Moreover, if the survey evidence presented in this 
paper could prove anything apart from the fact that it is very difficult to find any association 
between social class and welfare attitudes on the one hand, and party preferences on the other, then 
it was exactly that 'clerical vs. secular' attitudes toward the role of the church, religious norms, etc. 
in society indeed have a considerable impact on voting intentions net of the effect of religious 
involvement and age. Something like a third of the total effect of religious involvement on 1990 
vote seem to be mediated by MORAL1. One may also add, that in the TÁRKI-E survey one can 
find slightly, but consistently more HDF-, ISHP- and especially CDPP-, but less HSP-, AYD- and 
AFD-supporter than in any other representative sample interviewed in the Spring of 1991. (The 
question about current voting intention was asked appr. 15 minutes after the Religion-block.) 
 
Finally, some speculations. The main question I wanted to expose is that the modernization process 
in the Eastern European state-socialist societies was not only more painful than in the West, but 
also left many unsettled conflicts behind. To remain at our example, the final separation of state 
and church was not the product of a national consensus or at least a democratic process. 
Nothwithstanding the mainly economically motivated desire of 'joining Europe', many features of 
modernity enjoy may have less popularity in these countries than in the West. The probability that 
seemingly outdated issues may enter and even dominate politics is increased by the doubtless fact 
that the adaptation of political ideologies (and especially that of conservative and right-wing 
ideologies) came to a standstill in the late forties.14 This seems to be so obvious that here I would 
like to refer to only one example related to my specific topic. The prevailing mood in the Central 
European Catholic churches is very different from the modernized Catholicism of the West: it is 
widely acknowledged also by Vatican sources that the dominant sentiment in the former ones is 
still that of the pre-1962 period. 
 
As each country is a special case, Hungary also has some specific givens. Secularization proceeded 
rather quickly in the Communist period, and was accompanied with relatively little terror. (But a 
balanced representation of religious and secular elites certainly could not emerge in public 
administration, etc.) During the Kádár-period, bishops could have been appointed only with the 
consent of the Communist authorities (to put it mildly), and the higher clergy advocated the 
strategy of 'little steps forward'. All this did not really increase the good reputation of the Catholic 
and Calvinist higher clergy. Many of the most active religious groups, especially the very dynamic 
sects and 'basis communities' became somehow alienated from the traditional great churches, and 
the conflicts and mutual distrust between them continued after the political changes. All this 
certainly deprived religious traditionalism some of its possible political strength. One can only 
speculate what difference it makes that the circumstances were very different in Poland, and in an 
extent even in Czechoslovakia. 

                                                 
14 See Schöpflin, George, 1991. 'Conservatism and Hungary's Transition.' Problems of Communism, Vol. 40, 

No. 1. pp. 60-68. 



Table 1. Party switches from the 1990 election to May 1991. 
 
 
 Number of cases in cells (cross-sectional data). 
 
                  Current voting intention (May 1991) 
 Vote   1     2     3     4     5     6      7      8       9   Total 
      --------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1     77    12     5     1    34     1      7     11      88     236 
 2      4    59     0     2    28     3      1      3      52     152 
 3      2     1    59     1     5     2      0      6      29     105 
 4      1     1     0    24     5     0      1      1      12      45 
 5      0     3     0     0    62     0      0      2      18      85 
 6      1     0     0     0     3    40      1      3      13      61 
 7      0     0     1     1     3     0     22      5      22      54 
 8      1     1     5     1     2     0      1     23      14      48 
 9      7     3     2     4    16     2      2      8     170     214 
      --------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total 93    80    72    34   158    48     35     62     418    1000 
 
 
Row percentages 
                  Current voting intention (May 1991)              Row 
 Vote   1     2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9   total 
     ------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1    32.6    5.1    2.1      *   14.4      *    3.0    4.7   37.3   100 
 2       *   38.8      *      *   18.4      *      *      *   34.2   100 
 3       *      *   56.2      *    4.8      *      *    5.7   27.6   100 
 4       *      *      *   53.3   11.1      *      *      *   26.7   100 
 5       *      *      *      *   72.9      *      *      *   21.2   100 
 6       *      *      *      *      *   65.6      *      *   21.3   100 
 7       *      *      *      *      *      *   40.7    9.3   40.7   100 
 8       *      *   10.4      *      *      *      *   47.9   29.2   100 
 9     3.3      *      *      *    7.5      *      *    3.7   79.4   100 
     ------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total  9.3    8.0    7.2    3.4   15.8    4.8    3.5    6.2   41.8   100 
 
 *: less than 5 cases 
 
 
 Coding of parties:         Actual share of PR-votes in March 1990 : 
 
 1 Hungarian Democratic Forum (MDF)                       24.7 
 2 Alliance of Free Democrats (SZDSZ)                     21.4 
 3 Independent Small Holders Party (FKGP)                 11.7 
 4 Hungarian Socilaist Party (MSZP)                       10.9 
 5 Alliance of Young Democrats (FIDESZ)                    9.0 
 6 Christian Democratic People's Party (KDNP)              6.5 
 7 other parties                                          15.9 
                                                  Sum:   100.1 
 8 do not know, refused                                      - 
 9 did not/would not vote (in either round)               35.3 
 



Deviance of voters of selected parties from the average of all voters of the six 
parliamentary parties concerning some backround variables. 
 
Table 2/a. 'Dependent': PERCSEDU. Covariates: YEARBORN, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
Vote as      1990 survey data             1991 survey data 
recalled                  Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
             Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
         N   Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF    239     .34          .28           236        .17          .01 
AFD    160    2.60         2.08           152       1.82         1.71 
ISHP    78   -7.67        -5.87           105      -4.39        -3.75 
HSP     51    3.84         1.26            45       2.44         1.70 
AYD     62     .25         -.15            85       1.53         1.39 
CDPP    50   -2.29         -.03            61      -1.57        -1.07 
                   .26             .19                    .30            .25 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 2/b. 'Dependent': YEARBORN. Covariates: PERCSEDU, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
Vote as      1990 survey data             1991 survey data 
recalled                  Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
             Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
         N   Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF    239    -.04         -.04           236       -.17         -.42 
AFD    160    4.22         3.23           152       5.33         4.33 
ISHP    78   -5.12        -3.08           105      -8.35        -6.80 
HSP     51   -5.28        -6.90            45      -4.01        -4.41 
AYD     62    8.59         6.48            85       9.72         7.72 
CDPP    50  -10.49        -6.26            61      -8.85        -4.97 
                    .31            .24                    .39            .30 
 



Table 2/c. 'Dependent': EDUCATT. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, CHURCATT. 
 
Vote as      1990 survey data             1991 survey data 
recalled                  Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
             Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
         N   Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF    239     .02         -.00           236        .17          .16 
AFD    160     .53         -.09           152        .61         -.03 
ISHP    78   -1.38         -.24           105      -1.68         -.49 
HSP     51     .64          .64            45        .35          .23 
AYD     62     .76         -.08            85       1.14          .26 
CDPP    50   -1.24          .12            61      -1.15         -.24 
                    .21            .06                    .28            .08 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 2/d. 'Dependent': CHURCATT. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT. 
 
Vote as      1990 survey data             1991 survey data 
recalled                  Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
             Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
         N   Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF    239    -.30         -.17           236       -.55         -.51 
AFD    160   -5.83        -3.45           152      -7.30        -4.40 
ISHP    78   10.33         5.23           105       6.82         1.63 
HSP     51  -14.83       -14.24            45      -7.30        -8.20 
AYD     62   -8.31        -5.52            85      -8.35        -3.52 
CDPP    50   29.44        25.07            61      25.57        21.09 
                    .38            .31                    .34            .25 
 



Deviance of supporters of selected parties from the average of all suppoerters 
of the six parliamentary parties concerning some backround variables. 
 
Table 3/a. 'Dependent': PERCSEDU. Covariates: YEARBORN, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
Party preference 
in May 1991                  Adjusted for 
                Unadjusted    Covariates 
         N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF     93        .62          .28 
AFD     80       1.62         1.66 
ISHP    72      -5.44        -4.76 
HSP     34        .83          .50 
AYD    158       1.41         1.29 
CDPP    48       -.95         -.78 
                       .33            .29 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 3/b. 'Dependent': YEARBORN. Covariates: PERCSEDU, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
                             Adjusted for 
                Unadjusted   + Covariates 
         N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
 
HDF     93      -3.50        -2.78 
AFD     80       5.72         4.80 
ISHP    72     -10.53        -8.82 
HSP     34      -4.97        -5.46 
AYD    158       7.60         5.77 
CDPP    48      -8.47        -4.48 
                       .45            .35 
 



Table 3/c. 'Dependent': EDUCATT. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, CHURCATT. 
 
                             Adjusted for 
                Unadjusted   + Covariates 
         N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
 
HDF     93        .03          .15 
AFD     80        .60         -.00 
ISHP    72      -2.12         -.65 
HSP     34       -.43         -.29 
AYD    158       1.02          .33 
CDPP    48       -.92         -.20 
                       .33            .10 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 3/d. 'Dependent': CHURCATT. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT. 
 
                             Adjusted for 
                Unadjusted   + Covariates 
         N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
 
HDF     93       3.96         2.57 
AFD     80      -7.03        -4.09 
ISHP    72      10.98         4.87 
HSP     34     -11.73       -13.83 
AYD    158      -9.33        -5.52 
CDPP    48      26.58        22.50 
                       .41            .32 
 



Deviance of voters of selected parties from the average of all voters of the six 
parliamentary parties concerning some backround variables. 
 
Table 4/a. 'Dependent': TREI. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
Vote as      1990 survey data             1991 survey data 
recalled                  Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
             Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
         N   Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF    217    -.56         -.61           144       -.57         -.54 
AFD    151    2.25         1.47           109       1.40          .45 
ISHP    65   -5.76        -2.97            44      -5.90         -.62 
HSP     50    2.70          .02            22       4.07          .63 
AYD     58    3.45         2.45            67       2.06          .45 
CDPP    47   -3.75         -.82            24      -1.64          .48 
                    .20            .11                    .17            .04 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 4/b. 'Dependent': TREI. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, EDUCATT, CHURCATT. 
 
                             Adjusted for 
                Unadjusted   + Covariates 
         N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
 
HDF     50        .58          .02 
AFD     60       1.35         1.36 
ISHP    29      -9.47        -1.29 
HSP     16       1.71          .25 
AYD    119       1.39         -.57 
CDPP    22      -1.28          .83 
                       .22            .06 
 



Table 5. Factor analysis of items about moral questions. N=1000. 
 
Variable   Question and coding 
 
         Q.14: How much do you agree with the following statements ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
 
C01067      1. From the point of view of society it does not matter at all 
               whether people merry or just live together. 
C01069      3. It does not matter for the children if their parent are 
               merried or just live together. 
C01071      5. It would be right if law defend cohabitation in the same way 
               as marriage. 
C01075      9. If a man and a woman just live together without merrying each 
               other, that is morally unacceptable. 
 
C02010   Q.18. What is your opinion : if someone committs a crime, this 
               1. should be always punished 
               2. sometimes it is understandable, but this must not effect 
                  the sentence 
               3. sometimes it is understandable, and therefore less severe 
                  sentence can be given 
               4. sometimes need not be punished. 
 
C02019   Q.21. In your opinion how effectively polce defends people from 
               criminals ? 
               4. very effectively 
               3. effectively enough, but it could be better 
               2. not effectively enough 
               1. not effectively at all 
 
C02027   Q.26. Suppose your purse is stollen in a shop, but the thief is  
               cught. Do you think it is still necessary to bring him to court? 
               3. yes 
               2. it depends 
               1. no 
 
C02040   Q.32. Suppose you are attacked on the street when you are going home 
               at night. The man beat you and take your purse with 1000 HFt 
               (appr. 15 USD) away. The court sentence him for 3 years. 
               Do you think 
               1. it is less than he deserves 
               2. just enough 
               3. too much for this crime ? 
               9. it depends (recoded into 2) 
 
(continued) 



Table 5. 
 
C02041   Q.33. Suppose your purse is stolen in the shop with your monthly 
               salary. The court sentence the man for 6 months in prison. 
               Do you think 
               1. it is less than he deserves 
               2. just enough 
               3. too much for this crime ? 
               9. it depends (recoded into 2) 
 
        ISSP 1991 items 
 
ESZIGB   Q.43. How much do you agree that those who violate law should be 
               given more severe sentences ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
 
EHALAL   Q.44. And how much do you agree that those who are surely proved 
               to murder somebody should be given death penalty ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
 
         In your opinion, is it 
               1. always wrong, 2. mostly wrong, 3. only sometimes wrong, 
               4. not wrong at all, 
         if ... 
ESEX1    Q.44. ... a man and a woman have sexual intercourse before marriage ? 
ESEX2    Q.45. ... if a married man or woman has sexual partner other than 
               his/her spouse ? 
ESEX3    Q.46. ... and what do you think about homosexual partner relations ? 
 
         Q.47. In your opinion, should the law allow abortus ... 
               4. definitely yes, 3. probably yes, 2. probably not, 
               1. definitely not 
EABORT1    1.  ... if it is very likely, that the child will be seriously 
               handicapped ? 
EABORT2    2.  ... if the family has a very low income and they can not take 
               care for any more children ? 
 
         Q.48. In your opinion, is it morally justified or not if a woman has 
               abortus because ... 
               4. always justified 3. sometimes justified, 2. sometimes wrong, 
               1. always wrong 
EABORT3    1.  ... it is very likely, that the child will be seriously 
               handicapped ? 
EABORT4    2.  ... the family has a very low income and they can not take 
               care for any more children ? 
 
         Q.49. How much do you agree with the following statements ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
 
ECSAL1     1.  Man has to make money, wife has to take care of family and the 
               home. 
ECSAL2     2.  It is bad for a family if the woman has a full time job. 
 
(continued) 



Table 5. 
 
         Q.52. How much do you agree with the following statements ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
 
EVPOL1     1.  Politicians who do not believe in God are not fitted to hold 
               a public office (for instance mayor, MP) 
EVPOL2     2.  Religious leaders should not influence people in how to vote. 
EVPOL3     3.  It would be better for the country to have more politicians 
               who have a strong religious commitment in public offices. 
EVPOL4     4.  Religious leaders should not influence government decisions. 
 
EGTHAT   Q.53. What do you think how much power, influence churches and 
               religious organizations have in Hungary today ? 
               1. far too much 2. too much 3. about the right amount 
               4. less than they ought to have 5. far less. 
 
               Do you think that in public schools ... 
               1. definitely yes 2. probably yes 
               3. definitely no  4. probably no 
EISHIT   Q.77. ... there should be religious education ? 
EISIMA   Q.78. ... there should be praying every day ? 
 
         Q.79: How much do you agree with the following statements ? 
               5. Completely agree ... 1. completely disagree 
EJO1       1.  Good and bad must be based on God's laws. 
EJO2       2.  Society must decide what is good and what is wrong. 
EJO3       3.  This is a question of personal consciousness what is good and 
               wrong. 
 
ETILT    Q.80. There are movies and books hurting the feelings of religious 
               people. Do you think that books and movies attacking religion 
               1. should be definitely banned 
               2. probably should be banned 
               3. probably should be allowed 
               4. definitely should be allowed 
 
 
(continued) 



Table 5. 
 
Chi-square Statistic:  1155.0050, D.F.:  347, Significance:      .0000 
 
Final Statistics (GLS): 
 
Variable     Communality  *  Factor   Eigenvalue   Pct of Var   Cum Pct 
                          * 
C01067            .36384  *     1       3.79867       12.3         12.3 
C01069            .33111  *     2       1.94484        6.3         18.5 
C01071            .30146  *     3       1.17961        3.8         22.3 
C01075            .36917  *     4       1.04059        3.4         25.7 
C02010            .23511  * 
C02019            .05452  * 
C02027            .15777  * 
C02040            .27269  * 
C02041            .31045  * 
ESZIGB            .23423  * 
EHALAL            .22637  * 
ESEX1             .51281  * 
ESEX2             .44247  * 
ESEX3             .23789  * 
EABORT1           .43172  * 
EABORT2           .67363  * 
EABORT3           .63761  * 
EABORT4           .82219  * 
ECSAL1            .42048  * 
ECSAL2            .34751  * 
EVPOL1            .46562  * 
EVPOL2            .34426  * 
EVPOL3            .54903  * 
EVPOL4            .34913  * 
EGTHAT            .21079  * 
EISHIT            .58426  * 
EISIMA            .66383  * 
EJO1              .53550  * 
EJO2              .07398  * 
EJO3              .15234  * 
ETILT             .32688  * 
 
(continued) 



Table 5. 
 
GLS-method, Varimax rotation, Kaiser normalization. 
 
Rotated Factor Matrix: 
 
              FACTOR  1     FACTOR  2     FACTOR  3     FACTOR  4 
 
C01067          .06708       -.03171        .52577        .04252 
C01069          .06773       -.00765        .46621        .02396 
C01071          .10014        .04073        .42601        .03333 
C01075         -.35583       -.05693       -.36475        .16954 
C02010          .14392        .02935        .15575       -.31168 
C02019         -.07728        .05302       -.05838       -.08607 
C02027         -.04631       -.06594       -.09931        .25122 
C02040          .14636        .02006        .02120       -.23883 
C02041          .09184        .06934       -.02335       -.25311 
ESZIGB         -.10305       -.03146       -.09242        .32903 
EHALAL         -.07648        .01116       -.02830        .35362 
ESEX1           .43164        .15030        .41274       -.14640 
ESEX2           .26097        .06529        .44177       -.20533 
ESEX3           .11663        .01487        .27462       -.17790 
EABORT1         .15530        .31903        .14106        .31687 
EABORT2         .19613        .46841        .28164        .47885 
EABORT3         .01066        .71986       -.09503       -.16595 
EABORT4         .06324        .88505        .08268        .05951 
ECSAL1         -.36344       -.04726       -.09664        .28281 
ECSAL2         -.22766       -.07512       -.06394        .27641 
EVPOL1         -.55100       -.10671       -.03659        .03164 
EVPOL2          .11277        .06986       -.03505        .14797 
EVPOL3         -.67423       -.07895        .06326       -.07012 
EVPOL4          .19338        .08266       -.08444        .14768 
EGTHAT         -.27157       -.01190        .05661       -.11336 
EISHIT          .69215       -.05696        .09431       -.04035 
EISIMA          .75701       -.01898        .17522       -.07408 
EJO1           -.67160       -.01382       -.19142       -.00356 
EJO2            .06874        .02434        .03905        .14590 
EJO3            .03587        .02031        .04514        .21721 
ETILT           .46700        .10545        .22563       -.11613 
 



Table 6. Principal components of religious involvement. N=1000. 
 
Variable   Content 
 
EHITOKM    how long R had religious education when she/he was a child 
EGYAK1     how often mother went to church when R was a child 
EGYAK2     how often father went to church when R was a child 
EGYAK3     how often R went to church when she/he was a child 
EHITOK     R had religious education when she/he was a child (dummy) 
EIMA       how often R prays 
EBOLV      how often R reads the Bible 
EMISE      how often R goes to church 
EMAS       how often R works in the religious community 
 
all variables are ordinal with 9-11 categories, except EHITOK 
 
Factor Matrix: 
 
              FACTOR  1     FACTOR  2 
 
EHITOKM         .76366       -.27642 
EGYAK1          .80057       -.25067 
EGYAK2          .74895       -.17022 
EGYAK3          .83139       -.32238 
EHITOK          .65937       -.46167 
EIMA            .76733        .28537 
EBOLV           .55150        .62483 
EMISE           .74507        .39205 
EMAS            .44761        .57198 
 
 
Variable     Communality  *  Factor   Eigenvalue   Pct of Var   Cum Pct 
                          * 
EHITOKM           .65959  *     1       4.55943       50.7         50.7 
EGYAK1            .70375  *     2       1.43799       16.0         66.6 
EGYAK2            .58991  * 
EGYAK3            .79514  * 
EHITOK            .64790  * 
EIMA              .67023  * 
EBOLV             .69456  * 
EMISE             .70883  * 
EMAS              .52751  * 



 
Table 7: Zero-order Pearson correlations between dimensions of religious 
involvement and selected attitude indices. N=1000. 
 
Correlations:  PRACTPC1   PRACTPC2 
 
  MORAL1      -.6082**   -.1760** 
  MORAL2      -.0284     -.0891* 
  MORAL3      -.2871**   -.0285 
  MORAL4       .0856*    -.2494** 
 
1-tailed Signif:  * - .01  ** - .001 



 
Regression of MORAL1, MORAL2, MORAL3 and MORAL4 on selected background 
variables. Stepwise entry, N=1000. 
 
Table 8/a.: Unstandardized regression coefficients in the final models. 
 
                MORAL1    MORAL2    MORAL3    MORAL4 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Adj. R square:    .47       .02       .14       .15 
--------------------------------------------------- 
PERCSEDU         .010                .013 
GENDER                     .184                .145 
YEARBORN         .009                .014     -.005 
YOUNG40 
OLD60                     -.190 
EDUCATT                                       -.060 
TREI             .004 
WORKER 
SCPEASAN 
CALVINIS 
PRACTPC1        -.433               -.093 
PRACTPC2        -.194     -.096     -.065     -.197 
--------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 8/b.: Standard errors of selected B-coefficients in the equations. 
 
                MORAL1    MORAL2    MORAL3    MORAL4 
--------------------------------------------------- 
PRACTPC1         .03                 .03 
PRACTPC2         .02       .03       .02       .02 
--------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Table 8/c.: Standardized regression coefficients in the final models. 
 
                MORAL1    MORAL2    MORAL3    MORAL4 
--------------------------------------------------- 
PERCSEDU         .075                .111 
GENDER                     .097                .086 
YEARBORN         .167                .285     -.097 
YOUNG40 
OLD60                     -.084 
EDUCATT          .150                         -.229 
TREI 
WORKER 
SCPEASAN 
CALVINIS 
PRACTPC1        -.469     -.103     -.113 
PRACTPC2        -.210               -.079     -.237 



 
Deviance of voters of selected parties from the average of all voters of the six 
parliamentary parties concerning religious involvement. 
 
Table 9. 'Dependents': PRACTPC1, PRACTPC2. Covariates: PERCSEDU, YEARBORN, 
EDUCATT. 
 
Current     PRACTPC1                     PRACTPC2 
voting                   Adjusted for                          Adjusted for 
intention:  Unadjusted    Covariates              Unadjusted   Covariates 
            Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta      N      Dev'n  Eta   Dev'n   Beta 
 
HDF          .24            .14            93        .07         .11 
AFD         -.50           -.31            80        .07        -.01 
ISHP         .53            .17            72       -.01         .15 
HSP         -.03           -.17            34       -.62        -.57 
AYD         -.43           -.20           158       -.08        -.18 
CDPP        1.00            .75            48        .45         .56 
                  .49            .30                      .21           .25 



 
Table 10: Factor analysis of social welfare attitudes. 
 
Variable   Question and coding 
 
       Q.36. In your opinion how much should the state support people that ... 
             1. totally, 2. in a great degree, 3. partly, 
             4. in a small degree, 5. absolutely not 
 
C03008   1. ... in case of illness their income shall not decrease ? 
C03010   2. ... there shall always be an institute where health 
                service is free ? 
C03012   3. ... their income shall not decrease when they are retired ? 
C03014   4. ... everybody can get the same health service ? 
C03016   5. ... young can get flat when they become adults ? 
C03018   6. ... everybody can have an appropriate housing ? 
C03020   7. ... those without home can get a flat ? 
C03022   8. ... there shall be no extreme differences in housing conditions ? 
 
       Q.42. How much do you think it is the government's responsibility ... 
         1. definitely yes 2. probably yes 3. probably not 4. definitely not 
EMUNK    1. ... to provide a job for everyone who wants one ? 
EGAZD    2. ... to reduce income differences between rich and poor ? 
 
Chi-square Statistic:    53.5889, D.F.:   18, Significance:      .0000 
 
Final Statistics (GLS): 
 
Variable     Communality  *  Factor   Eigenvalue   Pct of Var   Cum Pct 
                          * 
C03008            .28454  *     1       3.04921       30.5         30.5 
C03010            .35967  *     2        .61525        6.2         36.6 
C03012            .46634  *     3        .46374        4.6         41.3 
C03014            .38241  * 
C03016            .52106  * 
C03018            .64802  * 
C03020            .37631  * 
C03022            .50562  * 
EMUNK             .24557  * 
EGAZD             .46533  * 
 
GLS-method - Varimax rotation - Kaiser normalization. 
 
Rotated Factor Matrix: 
 
              FACTOR  1     FACTOR  2     FACTOR  3 
 
C03008          .19488        .47824        .08784 
C03010          .18029        .54669        .11948 
C03012          .28525        .61215        .04723 
C03014          .20451        .49847        .26683 
C03016          .62052        .32793        .11601 
C03018          .74698        .26977        .11312 
C03020          .56783        .16238        .04990 
C03022          .56658        .29204        .28870 
EMUNK           .09328        .11408        .46144 
EGAZD           .08307        .08704        .66982 



 



 
Table 11. Variables used in the logistic regression analyses. 
 
Dependent variables 
 
 VOTGOV : vote in March, 1990            1: HDF, ISHP, or CDPP 
                                         0: other, none 
                                        -1: AFD or AYD 
 NOWGOV : party-preference in May, 1991  1: HDF, ISHP, or CDPP 
                                        -1: AFD or AYD 
 
Socio-demographic background 
PERCSEDU : persons with completed secondary education in percentage 
           of 7+ years inhabitants of community (1980 census) 
PERCAGRI : persons gainfully employed in agriculture in percentage 
           of all employees living in the community (1980 census) 
GENDER   : male (1) female (2) 
YEARBORN : year of born 
YOUNG40  : 40 years old and younger (1) else (0) 
OLD60    : 60 years old and older (1) else (0) 
EDUCATT  : highest educational attainment (recoded into minimum required 
           years of schooling to obtain that diploma) 
TRIEDBUS : tried to start own business (how many) did not (0) 
WASUNEM  : had been unemployed for more than one month in last two years 
MAYBEFIR : respondent thinks he/she may become unemployed in the near 
           future (1) else (0) 
AGRPROD  : respondent's family has some income from own agricultural 
           production (1) else (0) 
TREI90   : occupation in 1990 : SIOP (Treiman prestige score) 
PRENTERP : current or last occupation: self-employed (1) else (0) 
WORKER   : current or last occupation: manual worker (1) else (0) 
MANAGER  : current or last occupation: managerial position (1) else (0) 
DONTWORK : current occupation : housewife, student, etc. (1) else (0) 
PRIVSECT : current or last workplace in private sector (1) else (0) 
SCLOWER  : lower class (1) else (0) (derived from subjective social class 1) 
SCWORKER : working class (1) else (0) (derived from subjective social class 1) 
SCLOWMID : lower-middle (1) else (0) (derived from subjective social class 1) 
SCMIDDLE : middle class (1) else (0)  (derived from subjective social class 1) 
SCPEASAN : peasant (1) else (0) (derived from subjective social class 2) 
SCBOURGO : bourgoise (1) else (0) (derived from subjective social class 2) 
 
Religious background and attitude indices 
CATHOLIC : Catholic (1) else (0) 
CALVINIS : Calvinist (1) else (0) 
OUTSIDER : does not belong to any church (1) else (0) 
SOCWELF1 : social welfare policies : housing 
SOCWELF2 : social welfare policies : free health care, pensions 
SOCWELF3 : social welfare policies : equality, job security 
PRACTPC1 : religious involvement, first rotated principal component 
PRACTPC2 : religious involvement, second rotated principal component 
MORAL1   : 'clerical' (-) vs. liberal (+) attitudes 
MORAL2   : abortus from a moral point of view (against: -, for: +) 
MORAL3   : cohabitation and extra-marriage sexual contacts (for: +) 
MORAL4   : pro-life (-) vs. for more abortus and death penalty (+) 



 
Table 12/a.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) vote in 1990. 
Number of cases included in the analysis: 639. Model A. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      705.234   628        .0172 
 Model Chi-Square       137.516    10        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        601.406   628        .7711 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0532     .0142  14.0284     1    .0002  -.1195    .9482 
YEARBORN      -.0442     .0084  27.7019     1    .0000  -.1746    .9568 
EDUCATT       -.0163     .0354    .2125     1    .6448   .0000    .9838 
WASUNEM        .0295     .4937    .0036     1    .9524   .0000   1.0299 
TRIEDBUS       .9763     .2602  14.0806     1    .0002   .1197   2.6546 
SOCWELF3       .1613     .1329   1.4736     1    .2248   .0000   1.1750 
PRACTPC1       .1536     .1278   1.4452     1    .2293   .0000   1.1660 
PRACTPC2       .1685     .1051   2.5714     1    .1088   .0260   1.1835 
MORAL1        -.3254     .1432   5.1599     1    .0231  -.0612    .7222 
MORAL2        -.1277     .1028   1.5426     1    .2142   .0000    .8801 
Constant      3.3424     .5168  41.8204     1    .0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Table 12/b.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) vote in 1990. 
Number of cases included in the analysis: 639. Model B. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      712.656   634        .0161 
 Model Chi-Square       130.094     4        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        606.412   634        .7786 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0565     .0132  18.4122     1    .0000  -.1396    .9451 
YEARBORN      -.0433     .0073  35.6084     1    .0000  -.1997    .9576 
TRIEDBUS       .8916     .2521  12.5092     1    .0004   .1117   2.4389 
MORAL1        -.4802     .1187  16.3754     1    .0001  -.1306    .6187 
Constant      3.1866     .4212  57.2334     1    .0000 
 



 
Table 13/a.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) vote in 1990. 
Analysis restricted for those respondents, who expressed willingness to 
participate in May 1991 'if there is a general election next Sunday'. 
Number of cases included in the analysis: 443. Model A. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      480.442   432        .0534 
 Model Chi-Square       107.584    10        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        417.792   432        .6794 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0648     .0172  14.1044     1    .0002  -.1435    .9373 
YEARBORN      -.0434     .0103  17.7491     1    .0000  -.1637    .9575 
EDUCATT       -.0191     .0432    .1947     1    .6590   .0000    .9811 
WASUNEM       -.7746     .6585   1.3836     1    .2395   .0000    .4609 
TRIEDBUS       .8577     .3009   8.1269     1    .0044   .1021   2.3578 
SOCWELF3       .0277     .1581    .0307     1    .8609   .0000   1.0281 
PRACTPC1       .2991     .1545   3.7476     1    .0529   .0545   1.3486 
PRACTPC2       .1536     .1229   1.5621     1    .2114   .0000   1.1660 
MORAL1        -.2256     .1683   1.7970     1    .1801   .0000    .7980 
MORAL2        -.1323     .1279   1.0708     1    .3008   .0000    .8761 
Constant      3.4724     .6303  30.3474     1    .0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Table 13/b.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) vote in 1990. 
Analysis restricted for those respondents, who expressed willingness to 
participate in May 1991 'if there is a general election next Sunday'. 
Number of cases included in the analysis: 443. Model B. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      484.952   437        .0561 
 Model Chi-Square       103.075     5        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        419.921   437        .7132 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0643     .0159  16.3965     1    .0001  -.1565    .9377 
YEARBORN      -.0402     .0095  17.8152     1    .0000  -.1640    .9606 
TRIEDBUS       .8586     .2927   8.6030     1    .0034   .1060   2.3599 
PRACTPC1       .2958     .1496   3.9082     1    .0481   .0570   1.3442 
MORAL1        -.3057     .1583   3.7299     1    .0534  -.0542    .7366 
Constant      3.0919     .5441  32.2908     1    .0000 
 



 
Table 14/a.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) preference 
in May 1991. Number of cases included in the analysis: 451. Model A. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      451.649   440        .3403 
 Model Chi-Square       172.184    10        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        451.401   440        .3433 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0573     .0178  10.3993     1    .0013  -.1160    .9443 
YEARBORN      -.0393     .0098  15.9018     1    .0001  -.1493    .9615 
EDUCATT       -.0468     .0440   1.1352     1    .2867   .0000    .9542 
WASUNEM      -1.7510     .8974   3.8072     1    .0510  -.0538    .1736 
TRIEDBUS       .2480     .3056    .6586     1    .4170   .0000   1.2814 
SOCWELF3       .1049     .1679    .3903     1    .5322   .0000   1.1106 
PRACTPC1       .5413     .1624  11.1144     1    .0009   .1209   1.7182 
PRACTPC2       .2509     .1287   3.8027     1    .0512   .0538   1.2852 
MORAL1        -.3906     .1722   5.1471     1    .0233  -.0710    .6767 
MORAL2         .2320     .1328   3.0516     1    .0807   .0411   1.2611 
Constant      2.8778     .6137  21.9879     1    .0000 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Table 14/b.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) preference 
in May 1991. Number of cases included in the analysis: 451. Model B. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      453.903   443        .3499 
 Model Chi-Square       169.929     7        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        452.177   443        .3712 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0656     .0166  15.5645     1    .0001  -.1475    .9365 
YEARBORN      -.0410     .0094  18.9361     1    .0000  -.1648    .9598 
WASUNEM      -1.7479     .8808   3.9380     1    .0472  -.0557    .1741 
PRACTPC1       .5054     .1587  10.1401     1    .0015   .1142   1.6576 
PRACTPC2       .2448     .1271   3.7082     1    .0541   .0523   1.2773 
MORAL1        -.4367     .1684   6.7264     1    .0095  -.0870    .6462 
MORAL2         .2400     .1331   3.2528     1    .0713   .0448   1.2713 
Constant      2.6401     .5591  22.3001     1    .0000 
 



 
Table 15/a.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) preference 
in May 1991 with control for 1990 vote. Number of cases included in the 
analysis: 451. Model A1. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      300.640   439        1.000 
 Model Chi-Square       323.192    11        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        388.854   439        .9590 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0400     .0226   3.1370     1    .0765  -.0427    .9608 
YEARBORN      -.0236     .0125   3.5765     1    .0586  -.0503    .9766 
EDUCATT       -.0680     .0573   1.4109     1    .2349   .0000    .9342 
WASUNEM      -1.9372    1.0542   3.3770     1    .0661  -.0470    .1441 
TRIEDBUS      -.4430     .3765   1.3847     1    .2393   .0000    .6421 
SOCWELF3       .1927     .2164    .7935     1    .3730   .0000   1.2126 
PRACTPC1       .5188     .2051   6.4003     1    .0114   .0840   1.6801 
PRACTPC2       .3037     .1670   3.3066     1    .0690   .0458   1.3549 
MORAL1        -.3209     .2178   2.1701     1    .1407  -.0165    .7255 
MORAL2         .4349     .1633   7.0919     1    .0077   .0903   1.5447 
VOTGOV        1.9626     .2021  94.3461     1    .0000   .3847   7.1177 
Constant      1.6996     .8028   4.4823     1    .0342 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Table 15/b.: Determinants of conservative (+1) vs. liberal (-1) preference 
in May 1991 with control for 1990 vote. Number of cases included in the 
analysis: 451. Model B1. 
 
                     Chi-Square    df Significance 
 -2 Log Likelihood      305.664   442        1.000 
 Model Chi-Square       318.168     8        .0000 
 Goodness of Fit        382.457   442        .9811 
 
 
---------------------- Variables in the Equation ----------------------- 
 
Variable           B      S.E.     Wald    df      Sig       R   Exp(B) 
 
PERCSEDU      -.0422     .0222   3.6241     1    .0569  -.0510    .9587 
YEARBORN      -.0279     .0121   5.3650     1    .0205  -.0734    .9724 
EDUCATT       -.1108     .0528   4.4029     1    .0359  -.0621    .8951 
WASUNEM      -1.8804    1.0492   3.2118     1    .0731  -.0441    .1525 
PRACTPC1       .6775     .1841  13.5449     1    .0002   .1360   1.9689 
PRACTPC2       .3259     .1614   4.0766     1    .0435   .0577   1.3853 
MORAL2         .4240     .1578   7.2180     1    .0072   .0915   1.5281 
VOTGOV        1.9209     .1969  95.2196     1    .0000   .3866   6.8270 
Constant      2.2601     .7502   9.0752     1    .0026 
 



 
Table 16. Path analysis of the determinants of liberal vs. conservative 
preferences in 1990-1991. Lisrel estimates (ML) of selected parameters 
in Model 5, explained variances and T-values. 
 
Unstandardized structural parameters (BE matrix). 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
EDUCATT        .000       .066       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000       .002       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000       .004       .017       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1      -.020      -.036       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000       .007       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1         .009       .012       .043       .000       .000      -.436 
MORAL2         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV        -.018      -.012       .000       .000       .310       .120 
NOWGOV        -.008      -.007      -.015      -.318      -.113       .126 
 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1        -.151       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2        -.102       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .000      -.142       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV         .046      -.085       .099       .586       .000 
 
T-values of the above parameters 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
EDUCATT        .000      7.901       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000      2.743       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000      3.023      2.853       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1     -3.614    -14.580       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000      2.282       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1        1.920      4.902      3.873       .000       .000    -11.609 
MORAL2         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV       -3.357     -3.861       .000       .000      3.068      2.287 
NOWGOV       -1.739     -2.560     -1.353     -1.979     -1.372      2.949 
 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1       -5.073       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2       -2.588       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .000     -2.535       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV        1.512     -1.806      2.789     15.490       .000 
 
(continued) 



Table 16 (continued) 
 
     Unstandardized residuals              Squared multiple R 
(diagonal elements of PS matrix)            (exp. variance) 
 
PERCSEDU     53.136                               .000 
YEARBORN    256.957                               .000 
EDUCATT       9.554                               .104 
WASUNEM        .038                               .016 
TRIEDBUS       .146                               .054 
PRACTPC1       .702                               .334 
PRACTPC2      1.118                               .011 
MORAL1         .446                               .493 
MORAL2         .784                               .015 
VOTGOV         .684                               .198 
NOWGOV         .440                               .555 
 



 
Table 17. Path analysis of the determinants of liberal vs. conservative 
preferences in 1990-1991. Lisrel estimates (ML) of selected parameters 
in Model K9, standard errors of parameter estimates, total effects, 
explained variances, and selected parameters of standardized solution. 
 
Unstandardized structural parameters (BE matrix). 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
EDUCATT        .000       .066       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000       .002       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000       .004       .017       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1      -.020      -.036       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000       .007       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1         .009       .012       .043       .000       .000      -.436 
MORAL2         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV        -.018      -.012       .000       .000       .310       .120 
NOWGOV        -.010      -.007       .000       .000       .000       .129 
 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1        -.151       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2        -.102       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .000      -.142       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV         .000      -.116       .091       .584       .000 
 
 
 
Standard errors of selected parameters. 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
EDUCATT        .000       .008       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000       .001       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000       .001       .006       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1       .005       .002       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000       .003       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1         .005       .003       .011       .000       .000       .038 
MORAL2         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .006       .003       .000       .000       .101       .053 
NOWGOV         .005       .003       .000       .000       .000       .043 
 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1         .030       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2         .039       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .000       .056       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV         .000       .046       .035       .038       .000 
 
(continued) 



Table 17 (continued) 
 
Total effects 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
EDUCATT        .000       .066       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000       .002       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000       .005       .017       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1      -.020      -.036       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000       .007       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1         .018       .030       .043       .000       .000      -.436 
MORAL2         .000      -.001       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV        -.023      -.019      -.001       .000       .310       .182 
NOWGOV        -.028      -.027      -.006       .000       .181       .286 
 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1        -.151       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2        -.102       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .021      -.142       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV         .021      -.199       .091       .584       .000 
 
 
     Unstandardized residuals              Squared multiple R 
(diagonal elements of PS matrix)            (exp. variance) 
 
PERCSEDU     53.136                               .000 
YEARBORN    256.957                               .000 
EDUCATT       9.554                               .104 
WASUNEM        .038                               .016 
TRIEDBUS       .146                               .054 
PRACTPC1       .702                               .334 
PRACTPC2      1.118                               .011 
MORAL1         .446                               .493 
MORAL2         .784                               .015 
VOTGOV         .684                               .198 
NOWGOV         .450                               .549 
 
(continued) 



Table 17 (continued) 
 
Standardized structural parameters in model K9. 
 
           PERCSEDU   YEARBORN   EDUCATT    WASUNEM    TRIEDBUS   PRACTPC1 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
PERCSEDU       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
YEARBORN       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
EDUCATT        .000       .323       .000       .000       .000       .000 
WASUNEM        .000       .128       .000       .000       .000       .000 
TRIEDBUS       .000       .146       .138       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC1      -.139      -.561       .000       .000       .000       .000 
PRACTPC2       .000       .107       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL1         .071       .210       .150       .000       .000      -.477 
MORAL2         .000       .000       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV        -.146      -.207       .000       .000       .132       .134 
NOWGOV        -.071      -.120       .000       .000       .000       .133 
        BETA 
           PRACTPC2   MORAL1     MORAL2     VOTGOV     NOWGOV 
           ________   ________   ________   ________   ________ 
MORAL1        -.171       .000       .000       .000       .000 
MORAL2        -.121       .000       .000       .000       .000 
VOTGOV         .000      -.144       .000       .000       .000 
NOWGOV         .000      -.109       .082       .540       .000 
 
Correlation between EDUCATT and PERCSEDU: .379 



 
Table 18: Covariance matrix used in building up the LISREL-models and 
correlations 
 
N of Cases =   451 
 
Correlation, Covariance: 
 
         PERCSEDU YEARBORN  EDUCATT  WASUNEM TRIEDBUS PRACTPC1 PRACTPC2 
 
PERCSEDU    1.000     .033     .388    -.055     .042    -.157     .029 
           53.136    3.899    9.281    -.078     .120   -1.180     .225 
 
YEARBORN     .033    1.000     .334     .128     .193    -.564     .107 
            3.899  256.957   17.574     .403    1.216   -9.307    1.823 
 
EDUCATT      .388     .334    1.000    -.015     .188    -.202     .010 
            9.281   17.574   10.755    -.010     .242    -.680     .036 
 
WASUNEM     -.055     .128    -.015    1.000    -.012    -.151     .034 
            -.078     .403    -.010     .038    -.001    -.030     .007 
 
TRIEDBUS     .042     .193     .188    -.012    1.000    -.149     .030 
             .120    1.216     .242    -.001     .155    -.060     .013 
 
PRACTPC1    -.157    -.564    -.202    -.151    -.149    1.000     .076 
           -1.180   -9.307    -.680    -.030    -.060    1.059     .083 
 
PRACTPC2     .029     .107     .010     .034     .030     .076    1.000 
             .225    1.823     .036     .007     .013     .083    1.131 
 
MORAL1       .204     .508     .339     .127     .111    -.644    -.179 
            1.415    7.728    1.055     .024     .042    -.629    -.181 
 
MORAL2       .019    -.018    -.006     .010     .018    -.053    -.121 
             .124    -.254    -.017     .002     .006    -.049    -.115 
 
VOTGOV      -.198    -.335    -.189    -.090     .050     .347     .055 
           -1.334   -4.973    -.573    -.016     .018     .331     .054 
 
NOWGOV      -.224    -.435    -.273    -.148    -.075     .466     .076 
           -1.629   -6.976    -.895    -.029    -.029     .479     .080 
 
(continued) 



 
Table 18 (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           MORAL1   MORAL2   VOTGOV   NOWGOV 
 
PERCSEDU     .204     .019    -.198    -.224 
            1.415     .124   -1.334   -1.629 
 
YEARBORN     .508    -.018    -.335    -.435 
            7.728    -.254   -4.973   -6.976 
 
EDUCATT      .339    -.006    -.189    -.273 
            1.055    -.017    -.573    -.895 
 
WASUNEM      .127     .010    -.090    -.148 
             .024     .002    -.016    -.029 
 
TRIEDBUS     .111     .018     .050    -.075 
             .042     .006     .018    -.029 
 
PRACTPC1    -.644    -.053     .347     .466 
            -.629    -.049     .331     .479 
 
PRACTPC2    -.179    -.121     .055     .076 
            -.181    -.115     .054     .080 
 
MORAL1      1.000     .019    -.351    -.459 
             .901     .016    -.309    -.436 
 
MORAL2       .019    1.000    -.039     .052 
             .016     .796    -.032     .046 
 
VOTGOV      -.351    -.039    1.000     .676 
            -.309    -.032     .857     .626 
 
NOWGOV      -.459     .052     .676    1.000 
            -.436     .046     .626     .999 
 


